The First “That City Show,” Wichita Falls, TX
T-10-ST-R-PB Talk Studio (Pewter Brush HPL Finish)

The Omnirax Phoenix Line is the natural outcome of our years building our Innova Line of custom Broadcast Furniture. Phoenix is
a “best of” distillation of successful, proven custom designs – built with the same rugged materials and constructed with the
same exacting techniques as our custom Innova designs, but at a significantly lower price point.

The heart of the Phoenix Line is 3 basic configurations – Air, Production and Talk Studios – each available with a variety of add-ons that provide extra space and/or functionality. The entire line is flexible and fluid, allowing for additional
modifications at surprisingly affordable prices.
Each of the base designs is available in Sit-Down or Stand-Up heights, and Left or Right-Handed configurations. No
matter how your studio is laid out or what your height preferences are, we have a model that fits. All Phoenix designs
are ergonomically sound and feature equipment at arm’s reach, easily accessible wire runs and clear sound and sightlines for hosts and guests. Phoenx is designed for maximum efficiency in smaller studios.
Phoenix models are built to order with a 0.005" tolerance using our computer-controlled machinery. Each comes with
detailed instructions and specialized tools to ensure assembly is smooth and precise. We pride ourselves on building
robust furniture that is easy to install and wire up.
Packaging is treated with the same attention to detail. Rack cabinets are shipped fully assembled on custom pallets
with plenty of protection. Countertops and other parts are flat packed in custom boxes with ample internal cushioning to withstand the rigors of commercial transport.
Facilities furnished by Omnirax consistently report higher pride of ownership among staff as well as “oohs and aahs”
from guests, sponsors and advertisers. Choose us for your next project and you too will experience why Omnirax is…

“The Engineer’s Choice!”
800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com
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Air Studio: A-10
The PhoenixA-10 has a Host/Operator position and,
optionally, two or three Guests accommodated
comfortably using, respectively, the GW-2 or GW-3
Guest Wing. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack
space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.
Overall Footprint for A-10:
93.9” W × 59.5” D
With GW-2, GW-3, or GW-Arc: 94.6” W × 83.9” D
A-10-S-L-PB

A-10-S-L-PB with Optional GW-3-S-L-PB

(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”),
Left-handed†.
Also Available:

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding
Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

A-10-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
A-10-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
A-10-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†
Guest Wing Options:
GW-2-L-PB
GW-2-R-PB
GW-3-L-PB
GW-3-R-PB
*GW-Arc-L-PB
*GW-Arc-R-PB

2-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
2-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†
3-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
3-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†
Arc-Edged Guest Wing, Left-handed†
Arc-Edged Guest Wing, Right-handed†

*GW-Arc is the same width as GW-2 and GW-3,
seats up to 3, but is not scalloped along the seating
edge (please see diagram to the left).
†

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the A-10 the rack
cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position. For
Guest Wings, “handedness” is which A-10 orientation the
Guest Wing matches. Also, Guest Wing height must match
A-10 desk height (i.e., “S” or “ST”), although Guest Wing cost
is the same (please see price list).
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Air Studio: A-11-8
The Phoenix A-11-8 has a Host/Operator position
and, optionally, two or three Guests accommodated
comfortably using, respectively, the GW-2 or GW-3
Guest Wing. The A-11-8 includes an 8-U upper rack
cabinet on a 9” cable column. The lower rack cabinet
has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in
the Stand-Up.
Overall Footprint for A-11-8:
93.9” W × 59.5” D
With GW-2, GW-3, or GW-Arc: 94.6” W × 83.9” D
A-11-8-S-L-PB

(1) 13-U Lower Rack, (1) 8-U Upper Rack on 9” cable
column, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

A-11-8-S-L-PB with Optional GW-2-S-L-PB
(Note: Rack equipment, monitors, and mic arms are
illustrated only, and are not included.)

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding
Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

Also Available:
A-11-8-S-R-PB Sit-Down Ht. (±29.5”), Right-handed†
A-11-8-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Left-handed†
A-11-8-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Right-handed†
Guest Wing Options:
GW-2-L-PB
2-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
GW-2-R-PB
2-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†
GW-3-L-PB
3-Person Guest Wing, Left-handed†
GW-3-R-PB
3-Person Guest Wing, Right-handed†
*GW-Arc-L-PB Arc-Edged Guest Wing, Left-handed†
*GW-Arc-R-PB Arc-Edged Guest Wing, Right-handed†
*GW-Arc is the same width as GW-2 and GW-3,
seats up to 3, but is not scalloped along the seating
edge (please see diagram on the previous page).
†

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the A-11-8 the
rack cabinets sit, viewed from the Host/Operator position. For
Guest Wings, “handedness” is which A-11-8 orientation the
Guest Wing matches. Also, Guest Wing height must match A11-8 desk height (i.e., “S” or “ST”), although Guest Wing cost
is the same (please see price list).

800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com
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Air Studios: A-11-8

A-11-8-S-L-PB with Optional
GW-Arc-S-L-PB Guest Wing

A-11-8-S-L-PB with Optional GW-2-S-L-PB Guest Wing (2 Views)
(Note: Rack equipment, monitors, and mic
arms are illustrated only, and are not included.)

800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com
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Production Studio: P-10
The Phoenix P-10 has an Operator position and a
Guest position. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack
space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.
This versatile layout may be placed in the corner of a
room. Its expanded surface provides ample room to
spread out, or accommodate one or two Guests. Rack
rears are open for easy power entry. Cable grommets
are logically placed on the countertop and in the cable
column. An Omnirax G-Bar™ raceway system routes
cables from one end to the other—the main cover
below the Operator position opens to the raceway.

P-10-S-L-PB
Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding
Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

Available options include a countertop cut-out for your
drop in console, and alternate rack configurations, all at
additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Overall Footprint for P-10:

118.9” W × 58.1” D

P-10-S-L-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”),
Left-handed†.
Also Available:
P-10-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
P-10-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
P-10-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†
†

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the P-10 the rack
cabinet sits, viewed from the Operator position.
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Production Studio: P-11-8
The Phoenix P-11-8 has an Operator position and a
Guest position. The P-11-8 includes an 8-U upper rack
cabinet on a 9” cable column. The lower rack cabinet
has 13-U of rack space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in
the Stand-Up.

P-11-8-S-L-PB

(Note: Rack equipment, monitors, mic arms, and seating
are illustrated only, and are not included.)

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding
Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.

This versatile layout may be placed in the corner of a
room. Its expanded surface provides ample room to
spread out, or accommodate one or two Guests. Rack
rears are open for easy power entry. Cable grommets
are logically placed on the countertop and in the cable
column. An Omnirax G-Bar™ raceway system routes
cables from one end to the other—the main cover
below the Operator position opens to the raceway.
Available options include a countertop cut-out for your
drop in console, and alternate rack configurations, all at
additional cost. Please contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
Overall Footprint for P-11-8:

118.9” W × 58.1” D

P-11-8-S-L-PB
(1) 13-U Lower Rack, (1) 8-U Upper Rack on 9” cable
column, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.
Also Available:

P-11-8-S-R-PB Sit-Down Ht. (±29.5”), Right-handed†
P-11-8-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Left-handed†
P-11-8-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Right-handed†
†

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the P-11-8 the
rack cabinets sit, viewed from the Operator position.

800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com
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Production Studios: P-10 & P-11-8

P-11-8-S-L-PB

(Note: Rack equipment, monitors, mic arms, and
seating are illustrated only, and are not included.)

P-10-S-R-PB

800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com
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Talk Studio: T-10
The Phoenix T-10 accommodates a Host/Operator
and up to four Guests, all in a space-efficient, curvilinear, easy-to-see-each-other “lets collaborate” design.
The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack space in the Sit
-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.
Overall Footprint for T-10:

110.3” W × 59.5” D

T-10-S-L-PB
(1) 13-space Lower Rack, Sit-down Height (±29.5”),
Left-handed†.

T-10-S-L-PB (Note: Rack equipment, monitors, mic
arms, and seating are illustrated only, and are not
included.)
Standard Finish:

Also Available:
T-10-S-R-PB Sit-Down Height (±29.5”), Right-handed†
T-10-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Left-handed†
T-10-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Height (±36”), Right-handed†
†

Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the T-10 the rack
cabinet sits, viewed from the Host/Operator position.

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
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Talk Studio: T-11-8
The Phoenix T-11-8 accommodates a Host/Operator
and up to four Guests, all in a space-efficient, curvilinear, easy-to-see-each-other “lets collaborate” design.
The T-11-8 includes an 8-U upper rack cabinet on a 9”
cable column. The lower rack cabinet has 13-U of rack
space in the Sit-Down version, 16-U in the Stand-Up.
Overall Footprint for T-11-8:

110.3” W × 59.5” D

T-11-8-S-L-PB
(1) 13-U Lower Rack, (1) 8-U Upper Rack on 9” cable
column, Sit-down Height (±29.5”), Left-handed†.

T-11-8-S-L-PB

Also Available:

Standard Finish:
Pewter Brush HPL top w/ Black Wedge Tee-Molding
Black cabinetry w/ Black Flat Tee-Molding

T-11-8-S-R-PB Sit-Down Ht. (±29.5”), Right-handed†
T-11-8-ST-L-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Left-handed†
T-11-8-ST-R-PB Stand-Up Ht. (±36”), Right-handed†
†

Note: “Handedness” refers to which side of the T-11-8 the
rack cabinets sit, viewed from the Host/Operator position.

Other finishes are available at additional cost. Please
contact an Omnirax representative for more information.
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Talk Studios: T-10 & T-11-8

T-10-ST-R-PB
(Stand-Up Height, Right-Handed)
(Note: This is the T-10 model photographed
on the first page of this brochure.)

T-10-S-R-PB
(Sit-Down Height, Right-Handed)

T-11-8-S-R-PB
(Sit-Down Height, Right-Handed)

T-11-8-ST-L-PB
(Stand-Up Height, Left-Handed)
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“Searching for new studio furniture for an
internet radio/podcast production studio,…I
found the Omnirax website and decided to give
them a call. Working with this company was a
pleasure. Jonathan helped me design the studio
based on the equipment I needed. … Their
designer spent time with me and looked up all
the specs for everything being installed. …
Assembly was easy and the build quality is
excellent. This is not IKEA or kit furniture, this is
real, solid studio furniture that will last for years.
Everything…was professional and competitively
priced. … These guys…will be my first and last
stop for my next studio.”
—Dan Sandberg, Brembo Red Podcast

Beasley Broadcasting, Las Vegas, NV
A-10-ST-L Air Studio with GW-2-ST-L Guest Wing (Custom Finish)

“Top notch custom work in contemporary
styles…clean lines, sensible wire races and air
flow. These guys know radio and art! A big plus:
Omnirax is sensitive to the budgets many small
market guys have to live with! Online CAD
sessions made design super easy and shipping
across the dateline was a breeze. If you're
thinking of using someone besides Omnirax…call
me. I'll change your mind.”
—Ray Gibson, KUSG, Guam

KTNN, Window Rock, AZ
P-10-S-L Production Studio (Custom Finish)

KNCI, Sacramento, CA
A-10-S-R Air Studio with GW-3-S-R Guest Wing (Custom Finish)

800-332-3393 — www.omnirax.com

“Before Omnirax, our college radio station had
an awkwardly shaped studio desk that took up
too much floor space…. It didn't accommodate
the console or anything properly, so we had
hosts…twisting one way to use microphones and
another…to address their co-hosts. When we
made the call to Omnirax, I was greeted with
several different options and a customer-first
attitude that made the entire process seamless.
While setting up our broadcast desk,…our rep…
was on the phone with me for nearly an hour
walking me through the…process and what to
look for. Omnirax delivered on a beautiful new
desk that fits perfectly with our new studio
location. Great service, amazing quality. Would
recommend over any other production furniture.”
—Stephen Janes, KDHR, California State University,
Dominguez Hills, CA
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OMNIRAX FURNITURE COMPANY
P. O. Box 1792
Sausalito, CA 94966
U.S.A.

(800) 332-3393
(415) 332-3392

Find us on the Web at:
www.omnirax.com

Email us at:
info@omnirax.com

MADE IN THE U.S.A. SINCE 1985
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